
Paradise City Festival



Environmental Report 

1. Scope
Pre, on site and post event assessment of the 2022 Event by A Greener Festival Auditors.
Analysis of 12 subjects across 4 key areas:

LOCAL: DIRECT IMPACTS
Local Ecosystems | Local Community Impacts

GLOBAL: WIDER IMPACTS
Travel & Transport | Power | Procurements | Food & Beverage | Solid Waste & Recycling | Water Usage | Waste Water and Sewage

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS & ORGANISATIONAL PROCEDURES
Legal Compliance & Management Systems | External Reach & Behavioural Change

CARBON ANALYSIS
CO2 Analysis

2. Aims & Objectives
To assess the event achievements and Greener Festival Award classi�cation within the 4 key areas of analysis.
Identify potential for improvement in the events sustainability actions and responsibilities.

3. Description of Event

Disclaimer: This Report is produced based upon information and data provided by the Festival orEvent to AGreener Festival Ltd ("AGF") and the independent assessor(s). Whilst every effort is made to present a current and accurate
report based upon that information, AGF makes no guarantees of any kind as to the nature or accuracy of the Report or the data. The Report provided by AGF to the Festival or Event may offer general recommendations based on the
data provided, AGF's analysis of that data, and current good practice. However, speci�c professional advice tailored to the Event or Festival should always be taken on matters referred to in the Report. AGF makes no representations
or warranties, express or implied. A Greener Festival Ltd accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss caused or alleged to be caused by the use of the data herein and/or the Report.

Paradise City Festival

Festival Name Organisation Number of Event days Total Capacity Dates Green�eld/Urban Camping

Paradise City Festival Paradise City bv 3 12.000 each day Jul 3, 2022 Green�eld Yes

▼

Description

The Paradise City recipe has been quite simple from the start in 2015: mix the best electronic music on offer with open minded people and a strong effort to minimize our ecological
footprint. Meanwhile our intention has always been a dance�oor packed with energy, where people dance, live euphoric moments and connect with the artists and each-other.

▼
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AGF Assessment Summary Scores
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Area Grading Score

01 LOCAL ECOSYSTEMS OUTSTANDING 83%

02 LOCAL COMMUNITY IMPACTS OUTSTANDING 88%

03 TRAVEL & TRANSPORT HIGHLY COMMENDED 70%

04 POWER OUTSTANDING 81%

05 PROCUREMENTS OUTSTANDING 78%

06 FOOD & BEVERAGE OUTSTANDING 93%

07 SOLID WASTE & RECYCLING OUTSTANDING 76%

08 WATER USAGE OUTSTANDING 88%

09 WASTE WATER & SEWAGE HIGHLY COMMENDED 68%

10 LEGAL COMPLIANCE OUTSTANDING 81%

11 EXTERNAL REACH HIGHLY COMMENDED 70%

12 CARBON ANALYSIS OUTSTANDING 96%

▲

TOTAL CERTIFICATION GRADE
 

OUTSTANDING



LOCAL: DIRECT IMPACTS
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LOCAL ECOSYSTEMS: Risk to �ora/fauna. agricultural systems and livestock, wildlife & diversity

Particularly on ‘green �eld’ sites, but also on some urban sites, ecologically sensitive areas could be damaged by event operations. Staff, contractors
and eventgoers need to be made aware of this and access controlled to sensitive areas.
Local watercourses can be affected by the actions of eventgoers and event operations. There could be a risk of pollution to watercourses or
groundwater, directly or via drainage, which is not immediately visible or apparent from the surface.

 Local Ecosystems actions and observations from the event;

The close cooperation between the Castle Estate at Perk and the Paradise City Festival continues with contributions to restorations of the buildings
and preserving (and improving) nature. In 2020 additional trees were planted and in 2021 efforts were put in to preserve the creeks and ponds. As
the surrounding nature is Natura2000 protected there are strict regulations to biodiversity and wildlife. 

Stages are built with their backs to the forest to minimize disturbance. This year there was also a 'stage' in the forest. The owner had wanted to cut
down the woods so PCF bought the lot, preserved the area and had room for another stage! 

Furthermore the festival takes appropriate measures to save water and woods, though it was surprising to learn that the water doesn't need more
protection (by continuously sampling water quality). Evidence has been provided of water quality checks before and after the festival! Also evidence
is provided that all �ora and fauna is maintained after the festival. The visitors clearly respect nature!

Protection of the soil improved compared to last edition (which was only shortly after restoring the banks of the creeks and heavy weather).

Detailed risk analysis was provided, including incident response plan available, as well as clear competence in the technical team.



LOCAL: DIRECT IMPACTS
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LOCAL ECOSYSTEMS: Risk to �ora/fauna. agricultural systems and livestock, wildlife & diversity

Particularly on ‘green �eld’ sites, but also on some urban sites, ecologically sensitive areas could be damaged by event operations. Staff, contractors
and eventgoers need to be made aware of this and access controlled to sensitive areas.
Local watercourses can be affected by the actions of eventgoers and event operations. There could be a risk of pollution to watercourses or
groundwater, directly or via drainage, which is not immediately visible or apparent from the surface.

Recommendations for improved Local Ecosystem Actions from the event;

There are close contacts with local authorities on protecting the eco system. 

The festival could consider having an up to date biodiversity assessment conducted, to look for any changes or areas to be aware of, as the last one
was conducted in 2016. PCF said that due to budget they didn't consider renewing for 2022, but will keep in mind for next edition! There were also no
biodiversity checks done by local wildlife groups.

Site drainage plan available but limited. This could be a bit more detailed including �lters, which waste water from each drain, possible pollution risks.

OUTSTANDING 83%

LOCAL ECOSYSTEMS:  GRADE & SCORE



LOCAL: DIRECT IMPACTS
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LOCAL COMMUNITY IMPACTS: Risk of adverse effects on the surrounding area

It is important to minimise any negative effects of the event on the local community and to work with them wherever possible to enhance maximise
any potential positive impacts. Noise pollution should be a consideration for build , break and during the event for impact on community and also
wildlife that could be impacted (e.g. nesting birds).

 Local Community actions  and observations from the event;

There is a very close cooperation with the local community, city council, mayor and count of the castle. Local community is strongly involved
providing personnel for bars, security, parking etc creating a win-win for their football clubs, scouting and other associations. After the festival the
land is being restored and brought back in a better shape than it was. 1 € per visitor is invested in local 'green improvements' (Pear INitiative)

Earplugs were available, as well as safety guidance through safety posts onsite (noise, earplugs, drugs, harassment and other safety topics).
Noise management report received including �ndings and recommendations, including a plan for 2023 to measure decibel and noise pollution with
installation of meters in each zone and different locations on site.

Good follow up on recommendation to pay attention to inclusion, diversity and accessibility

Recommendations for improved Local Community actions from the event;

The festival can use it's position to make the region more sustainable (from an environmental point of view and from a social point of view): spread
your experiences and translate them to the local economical, environmental and social strategies.

In order to strengthen the cooperation with the castle owner;  consider setting up a formal, longer term plan with the involved organisations and
authorities and the festival (and communicate about this with all stakeholders)

The festival could create a formal policy on hearing and spread that to volunteers, employees and visitors. Work on the main �ndings from noise
management report : clarify the soundcheck schedule for technicians and neighbours, do an accumulated soundcheck (test for all stages at once),
come up with a policy for minimum/maximum dB level of lower tones

OUTSTANDING 87.5%

LOCAL COMMUNITY:  GRADE & SCORE



GLOBAL: WIDER IMPACTS
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TRAVEL & TRANSPORT

There is a direct impact on the environment from emissions to air from attendees and staff transport. This can be quanti�ed as CO2 equivalent
emissions (CO2e) in Tonnes. Higher vehicle occupancy through car sharing or use of public transport can reduce this impact.
Artist travel and production transport can be a signi�cant factor in travel emissions e.g. �ying in international talents / haulage etc. However, if an
talent is touring or contractors visiting multiple events it may be di�cult to apportion the attributable emissions to the event.
As well as attendees and off site travel, on site crew vehicles and movement should also be considered.

 Travel & Transport actions and observations from the event;

The festival site in Perk is close to Brussels Airport and has good connection with the cities of Antwerp and Gent, allowing artists and audience to
arrive by public transport. 
For anyone who does arrive by car, the car parking fees are relatively high, and this money is reinvested with CO2 logic. 

Introducing the night train from Station Vilvoorde has been a great initiative. Car sharing discounts, e-shuttlebuses and commuting by bike is
strongly promoted. 
Also the camping size again increased signi�cantly avoiding festivalgoers travelling back and forth. These measures resulted in a drop of CO2
footprint for festival goers.

There was evidence of clear communication with artist agencies on the preferred mode of travel, including a preference for artists already touring
Europe. Artist accommodation is either in crew camping (walking distance) or a nearby hotel. Transport to and from the hotel is by electric car.

A detailed inventory is carried out on supplier travel. Strict procedures are in place using stock-zones.

Audience travel is clearly measured, which allows for comparison year on year, and provides valuable data for where changes should be focused. 



GLOBAL: WIDER IMPACTS
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TRAVEL & TRANSPORT

There is a direct impact on the environment from emissions to air from attendees and staff transport. This can be quanti�ed as CO2 equivalent
emissions (CO2e) in Tonnes. Higher vehicle occupancy through car sharing or use of public transport can reduce this impact.
Artist travel and production transport can be a signi�cant factor in travel emissions e.g. �ying in international talents / haulage etc. However, if an
talent is touring or contractors visiting multiple events it may be di�cult to apportion the attributable emissions to the event.
As well as attendees and off site travel, on site crew vehicles and movement should also be considered.

Recommendations for improved Travel & Transport actions from the event;

Despite the big step being made with the nighttrain, there's still a lot of car travelling. See if measures being taken can be further strengthened to
reduce car-usage, possibly with increased partnering with suppliers of electric buses or offering a limited number of car spaces, as well as possibly
increasing parking fees.

Though preferred artist travel is being promoted. 88% of the artists emission is caused by air travel. See if compensation schedule can be setup (e.g.
SAF fuel of compensation (e.g. Trees For All). The �rst step is to look at a policy on artists and airtravel in order to lower current �gures on air and car
travel. 

Carpooling for staff can be promoted!  It may be possible to further optimize handling of equipment by setting up a logistics hub to reduce transport
mileage.

HIGHLY COMMENDED 70%

TRAVEL & TRANSPORT:  GRADE & SCORE
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Events generally require a temporary power supply. This can be supplied through use of diesel generators, renewable energy sources or grid
connection. Burning of diesel impacts through emissions to air (CO2e) and use of unsustainable resources (fossil fuels). Grid power use can impact
the wider environment in ways depending upon the energy source. The impact of power use can be reduced through Energy E�ciency (matching
capacity to actual power demand and reducing demand overall), utilising renewable energy sources and electricity from the grid to replace diesel
generators where possible and using renewable fuels in the generators in preference to diesel where possible.
The �rst step toward the reduction of the impact of power use is to understand and monitor the current usage.
Where temporary generators are used, the event should be monitoring the peak and average power usage in addition to total energy use. This
information will lead to identifying where generation capacity is oversized and ine�cient, where fuel can potentially be saved and where power
provisions can potentially be reduced.
If the event site uses 100% grid connection, monitoring and reduction of power usage is still desirable, and where possible use of "green tariff"
electricity should be prioritised.

Power actions and observations from the event;

The festival is powered by a mix of grid (using a green tariff), generators using HVO fuel and solar power. All lighting on site is LED. 

The festival is growing so no real terms reduction (extra stage, more visitors), but relative reduction accomplished. Smart Power Plan seen and in
tangency with real-time monitoring, both evidenced. Detailed monitoring took place and was shared in the post event power data report. 

Generators �lled with HVO100 (absolute reduction compared to 2021) and fuel usage carefully monitored.

Battery usage and use of solar power have increased. 

PCF have their Eco Charter that's given to all vendors, food trucks, suppliers including encouraging power-reduction practices whilst on site by the
F&B Manager. All applicants have to sign up to this and as part of it their power use must be reduced as much as possible. 
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Events generally require a temporary power supply. This can be supplied through use of diesel generators, renewable energy sources or grid
connection. Burning of diesel impacts through emissions to air (CO2e) and use of unsustainable resources (fossil fuels). Grid power use can impact
the wider environment in ways depending upon the energy source. The impact of power use can be reduced through Energy E�ciency (matching
capacity to actual power demand and reducing demand overall), utilising renewable energy sources and electricity from the grid to replace diesel
generators where possible and using renewable fuels in the generators in preference to diesel where possible.
The �rst step toward the reduction of the impact of power use is to understand and monitor the current usage.
Where temporary generators are used, the event should be monitoring the peak and average power usage in addition to total energy use. This
information will lead to identifying where generation capacity is oversized and ine�cient, where fuel can potentially be saved and where power
provisions can potentially be reduced.
If the event site uses 100% grid connection, monitoring and reduction of power usage is still desirable, and where possible use of "green tariff"
electricity should be prioritised.

Recommendations for improved Power actions from the event;

The festival could take the next step in detailing the powerplan by breaking down in powerzones, stages, production etc, and create a Formal Power
plan including storage capacity and generator type. 

If PCF can continue to increase the % of renewables as previous years this would be great. Providing an idea / target of relative reduction (e.g.
power/capacity audience) in the Smart Power Plan would also be a plus.
 
Continue to assess viability of grid linked to other zones where possible / appropriate in future (now only 6% via grid).

The onsite plant machinery fuel increased this year. It could be bene�cial to do an inventory of the causes of this increase, in order to create a plan to
further reduce this aspect

OUTSTANDING 81%

POWER:  GRADE & SCORE



PROCUREMENT
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Procurement is the backbone of any events sustainability plan. What is the event brings on to site impacts resulting waste streams, fuel usage in
transportation, and the events purchasing choices have global repercussions depending on the supply chain and life cycle of products. Events should
be aware of what their purchases support and where products are coming from, aiming to reduce mileage, support good social and environmental
projects, and seek suppliers whose sustainability policies are aligned with the events own aspirations.

Procurement actions  and observations from the event;

The festival has a strict green charter which suppliers need to adhere to. Further detailing can be done (see recommendations) .

The majority of the festivals materials are stored or rented, reducing the need to buy new materials each year. 

A lot of attention is being paid to reuse of materials; decor, signing, �oating cubes, old scrims- and the festival has an agreement with Tomorrowland
allowing them to use some of their materials too. 

Merchandise is from a sustainable source ; Stella/Stanley shirts ; GOTS certi�ed bio-cotton!

Hardcup and now for the �rst time a serveware system are in place with a deposit system. 

The event is monitoring fuel usage on site (plant machinery, site vehicles etc) which is an important step towards trying to reduce this. 

There is a no single use plastic policy for the festival, so there are no non recyclable disposables on site- for any traders who do not adhere to the
Green Policy, the deposit is not returned. 
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Procurement is the backbone of any events sustainability plan. What is the event brings on to site impacts resulting waste streams, fuel usage in
transportation, and the events purchasing choices have global repercussions depending on the supply chain and life cycle of products. Events should
be aware of what their purchases support and where products are coming from, aiming to reduce mileage, support good social and environmental
projects, and seek suppliers whose sustainability policies are aligned with the events own aspirations.

Recommendations for improved Procurement actions from the event;

At edition 2021 residual waste increased due to the decoration material which didn't have a onward destination. It is worth considering in advance
about what will happen to all materials post event. 

For all materials to be obtained, describe in more detail the procurement policy where requirements on ethical and sustainable products are stated e.g.
on FSC, VOC and energy rating to make suppliers more aware to source certi�ed materials.

The festival could look into developing a plan to reduce production fuel use. Despite the growth of the festival and campsite, plant machinery
increased dramatically. Organization states that the goal for next year is to improve by 65%

Monitoring procedures are in place, and guidance follows EU regulations and EU Gas regulation guidance, but no evidence was be provided. Formal
evidence of checks (e.g refrigerators) would be useful to see. 

OUTSTANDING 78%

PROCUREMENT:  GRADE & SCORE



FOOD & BEVERAGE
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FOOD & BEVERAGE

Food and beverage are the ultimate products of a whole chain of production that contributes directly to climate change. The way that food is
produced (farming practices), the location, and type of food sources, as well as food waste, are key factors that in�uence the overall sustainability of
the event. An event can prioritize food and beverage products that, i) have less carbon footprint, i.e. plants and plant-source proteins extensively
produced; ii) are local, from the surrounding area; iii) are certi�ed, i.e. fair trade, MSC for �sheries or grazing certi�cations, additionally to prioritizing
zero food waste in order to reduce the emissions.
Aspects in relation to packaging and transportation should also be accounted. For instance, an event can reduce their environmental impact by
prioritizing compostable materials in the packaging.

Food & Beverage actions  and observations from the event;

A detailed food supplier agreement was available, and CO2 was calculated per dish, and this was communicated very openly. 
There was an award for the most sustainable food supplier- this was a great initiative and one that should be shared/promoted across social media
etc!

Strong follow up by Food manager Petra focusing on every ingredient which was or was not allowed.  All menus of crew, camping and artist catering
were checked in advance. 

Food on site was mostly vegetarian with a small amount of �sh permitted- if sustainably caught. Strict guidelines were in place for a lot of ingredients
, such as local, seasonal food, organic milk etc. This guidance applied to cleaning products too, specifying they should be non toxic and
environmentally friendly. 

Crew catering was vegetarian.

Reusable serveware from Kiobox was used for all caterers and crew catering.

A reusable cup scheme was in place, with a deposit system. Cups were removed to be washed off site, and used again at other events. 
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FOOD & BEVERAGE

Food and beverage are the ultimate products of a whole chain of production that contributes directly to climate change. The way that food is
produced (farming practices), the location, and type of food sources, as well as food waste, are key factors that in�uence the overall sustainability of
the event. An event can prioritize food and beverage products that, i) have less carbon footprint, i.e. plants and plant-source proteins extensively
produced; ii) are local, from the surrounding area; iii) are certi�ed, i.e. fair trade, MSC for �sheries or grazing certi�cations, additionally to prioritizing
zero food waste in order to reduce the emissions.
Aspects in relation to packaging and transportation should also be accounted. For instance, an event can reduce their environmental impact by
prioritizing compostable materials in the packaging.

Recommendations for improved Food & Beverage actions from the event;

Though operating already on a very high level, more detailed feedback and guidelines can be given to caterers; training them in what's good and what
can be improved. 

A next step could be raising the level of certi�ed organic food and strengthening the mileage for local food.

There are no local cleaning facilities for cups and serveware. It could be worth investigating whether on or off site cleaning is the best option. 

OUTSTANDING 92.5%

FOOD & BEVERAGE:  GRADE & SCORE



SOLID WASTE & RECYCLING
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Temporary events can be a signi�cant source of waste materials, through packaging, attendees waste and build materials. Solid waste has
implications for the environment through extraction of raw materials, energy in production and transportation, direct impact to ecosystems through
litter, energy use in disposal, and emission from disposal - including land�ll, incineration, recycling procedures. Solid waste can also cause
contamination of land and water ways through leachate, and release of highly toxic, teratogenic and carcinogenic substances such as heavy metals
in to the ecosystem.
We assess solid waste management of events using the waste hierarchy which places the following in order of preference: Minimisation & Prevention
/ Preparation for Reuse / Recycling / Other Recovery / Disposal.

Waste Management Planning & Control actions  and observations from the event;

On site everything was well organized. A waste management plan was provided. 
Map of waste volume and waste type by zone was detailed too. Compost waste stream is now being handled by Remondis as well as the other
fractions!
Bottled water is completely banned on site, with good provisioning on site for crew, artists and audience
Good engagement pre-event through socials and signing at the event. Crew well aware of waste management (even the volunteers from Perk).
Thought the entrance walk-up signage and stories were really good - for information and inspiration. 
Green teams on site and camping, Lot's of good, well-placed signage as well as resource hubs at the campsite.. Increased number of festitents!
Due to use of reusable cups and plates, there was very little litter.
Cigarette butts were collected and personal ashtrays handed out. 
Litter processing was good - bag sorting and emptying manually, colour co-ordinated, clear bags, blue plastics, white residual etc. Also EcoFest
putting reduce and re-use central to their plans/agreements year on year.  
In terms of food waste, from 2 weeks in advance all food trucks are given updated details about tickets sold to adjust their food orders accordingly.
Then Ecofest gives a waste brie�ng to every food supplier when they arrive.



SOLID WASTE & RECYCLING
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Temporary events can be a signi�cant source of waste materials, through packaging, attendees waste and build materials. Solid waste has
implications for the environment through extraction of raw materials, energy in production and transportation, direct impact to ecosystems through
litter, energy use in disposal, and emission from disposal - including land�ll, incineration, recycling procedures. Solid waste can also cause
contamination of land and water ways through leachate, and release of highly toxic, teratogenic and carcinogenic substances such as heavy metals
in to the ecosystem.
We assess solid waste management of events using the waste hierarchy which places the following in order of preference: Minimisation & Prevention
/ Preparation for Reuse / Recycling / Other Recovery / Disposal.

Recommendations for improved Waste Management Planning & Control actions from the event;

The amount of residual waste is despite all the efforts still relatively high (roughly 50%) and is something to try to improve for next edition. 
However, waste pppd is now at it's lowest level ever! 

Belgian laws do not require waste handlers to report formally on how the waste is treated after tranport. It may be worth contacting your waste
handler directly about this. 

The festival could carry out a thorough material �ow analysis in order to increase reuse, reduce waste and increase the recycle percentage.

It could be useful to review the number of �nes (lost deposits) from vendors who didn't follow the guidance to identify problem areas for next year (if
there were any!) 

OUTSTANDING 76%

Solid Waste & Recycling:  GRADE & SCORE



WATER USAGE
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Events can use water in various ways such as catering, cleaning, toilets and showers, ballasts, dust control and as a part of some event attractions.
The overuse or wastage of water can not only impact the environment but also have signi�cant social repercussions if water provisions are impacted
elsewhere. Cleaning of water is often an energy intensive practice and can involve the use of chemicals harmful to both humans and environment.
Conservation of water is an important issue even for countries where freshwater is in abundance. In some locations this issue will be even higher on
the priorities where freshwater supplies are scarce. The source of water is an important consideration for all events. 

Water Usage actions  and observations from the event;

There were numerous water points onsite, and a detailed water plan was  provided. 

We also inspected the pipe system onsite - all good except for 2 tap / water point issues (missing out�ow pipe and no su�cient catch drains), however
this was resolved within a few hours of discovery.

All water came from mains, though some buffertanks were added to handle peak hours.

Toilet areas were clean and organised. There were also female urinals in place, and 85% dry toilets (vacuum)

There was a very e�cient monitoring system in place, which meant a leak can be shut down at site without affecting water supply in the rest of the
festival. 

Use of Hello Water to purify camping shower water on site and release this into the Castle lake afterwards (once puri�ed!) 

Recommendations for improved Water Usage actions from the event;

OUTSTANDING 88%

WATER USAGE:  GRADE & SCORE

Consider additional measures to reduce water�ow at taps.
Explore options for increasing number of compost toilets.
Review drains at water points to reduce run-off, and consider increased checks for water leakages. 
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Water that is used by an event must also be disposed of. Control of waste water is crucially important in all locations. Waste water can include
pollutants such as oils and chemicals, but also substances such as, for example, beer and dairy can also impact the environment negatively by
altering the ph. or ecosystem of the waste water receiver - whether that is land, ground water, rivers etc.
Furthermore, use can be made of waste water before it is disposed of. For example use of grey water for �ushing toilets if �ushing is necessary.
The choice of waste water & sewage treatment can also have impacts through transportation emissions if moving the substance from the site by
road; or chemicals and emissions used in the process of treating the waste.
The best examples of waste water and sewage management involved systems that use natural treatment methods to clean the water and kill
pathogens, whilst collecting and retaining good nutrients - for example compost produced through composting toilets. These methods will be coupled
with careful monitoring and analysis and use minimum transportation in the process.

Waste Water & Sewage actions and observations from the event;

Waste water is collected by DDSV, and disposed of at Aqua�n where it is then puri�ed and returned to nature. 

The festival had a great onsite �ltration system Hello Water (formerly known as EcoZ) which puri�ed shower water to return to the lake. 

 First experiment was done on site with reusing �ush water on a small scale, �ltered. Aim is to certify this as drinking water (seeking legal process)

The festival used majority vacuum toilets, which use less water when �ushed. 

Toilets were well managed, regulatly checked and as such leakd or issues can be promptly dealt with. 

Recommendations for improved Waste Water & Sewage actions from the event;

Further elaborate on the waste water treatment experiments, so  that waste water is using sustainable methods e.g. subtracting faeces and urine for
use of fertilizer. 

As was the plan for this year, look into compost toilets for next year- it is understood that these were due to be used this year but a miscommunication
occurred meaning this was not possible. 

HIGHLY COMMENDED 68%

WASTE WATER & SEWAGE:  GRADE & SCORE



LEGAL COMPLIANCE & MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
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Increasingly legislation is in place to protect the environmental from pollution and climate change. It is important for organisers to be aware of the
legislation and regulations that are relevant to their operations, much in the same way that event adhere to Health & Safety legislation and expect the
same of their contractors.

In order for environmental management of events to be as successful as possible, it is necessary to have a clear management structure with
appropriate resources, responsibility, communication, monitoring and reporting.

Legal Compliance & Management Systems actions  and observations from the event;

There was clear evidence of great commitment to sustainability from the whole PCF organization, supported by a Green Policy, as well as a clear
organisational chart detailing responsibilities within the team,. The team attend mulitple conferences and seminars throghout the year to ensure up to
date knowledge. 

Sustainability is supported at all levels from board to volunteer. Clear pre-event, during and follow-up plan (based on AGF reporting) including
thorough communication to all stakeholders! Esther did a great job!

EDI focus is on citizenship and safer place. Policies communicated pre-event by socials and newsletters, as well as during the event, onsite with Forex
boards.

A variety of activities during the event took place e.g. with the Angels of Paradise and Ask for Consent. Onsite disability and comfort zones  were
evidenced, as well as online sessions with teams on topics such as harassment and drugs. 

The line up has a variety of male/female artist. Also local artist get the opportunity to perform. The audience is also very varied. Focus is on to become
more EDI focused within the production team.
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Increasingly legislation is in place to protect the environmental from pollution and climate change. It is important for organisers to be aware of the
legislation and regulations that are relevant to their operations, much in the same way that event adhere to Health & Safety legislation and expect the
same of their contractors.

In order for environmental management of events to be as successful as possible, it is necessary to have a clear management structure with
appropriate resources, responsibility, communication, monitoring and reporting.

Recommendations for improved Legal Compliance & Management Systems  actions from the event;

The festival could take the next step to create a formal EDI plan with longer term goals and strategies on how to reach these. 

Set up a register of all applicable legislation and regulation for overall aspects, sustainability and EDI. 

See how the in�uence of the board (Dimitri , Gilles) can be used to encourage other festivals,  the direct region and industry partners to become more
sustainable. 

The next step is to in�uence innovation companies to let PCF become a living lab for sustainable events!

OUTSTANDING 81%

LEGAL COMPLIANCE & MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS :  GRADE & SCORE
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Events have a great platform and opportunity to reach out beyond themselves to raise environmental awareness and encourage action amongst their
audience, suppliers, and partners.
Acting as a role model, events can communicate strong messages on their own positive actions, carrying signi�cant in�uence to audiences and
partners alike.
Events must also demonstrate through effective actions a strong commitment to Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion.

External Reach actions  and observations from the event;

External reach is mainly focused on River Cleanup and extension of PCF edition in Austria, though they are starting to reach further. PCF ran
additional workshops this October 2022, giving a lecture about their sustainable food policy at a study day about plant-based food, organized by
Bond Beter Leefmilieu.

The festival also re-enforce their commitments in communications like with artist bookers and food vendors continuously. And not to forget the
keynote of the Plastic Soup Surfer during the event! PCF is now also part of the Circular Festivals Green Deal.

A lot of communication is done through social media channels, as well as newsletter, website etc - and actions are clearly visible on site!

Recommendations for improved Legal Compliance & Management Systems  actions from the event;

The festival could use PCF as a living lab on all types of sustainability matters (e.g Hello Water) to promote innovation and become a stage to show
this to the outside world.

Targets, impacts, achievements of the sustainable measures of PCF may be communicated more broadly .

Support of charitable organizations could be more emphasized on in the festival's policy.

HIGHLY COMMENDED 70%

EXTERNAL REACH:  GRADE & SCORE
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Carbon Analysis looks at the Carbon Equivalent Emissions generated by the event taking place. This is an important measure because Carbon
Equivalent Emissions are directly associated with global climate change and there is a grave need for their control.

Measurement is important so that events can really gage what impact their event is having, and whether the actions the event adopts are having the
desired impact in terms of these important emissions.

Analysis is not only bene�cial for the events own benchmarking, but when shared can help to feed in to benchmarks for the industry as a whole.

Carbon Analysis actions  and observations from the event;

Full and very detailed measurements provided. Scope 3 included and complete, plus methodology and explanation. .

In absolute �gures an increase of the carbon footprint -but relatively speaking the CO2 footprint dropped (again!). The increase was mainly due to
supplier footprint and artists airtravel.

CO2 Logic offsetting seen. Though still lots of possibilities to reduce carbon footprint before offsetting! 

Recommendations for improved Carbon Analysis actions from the event;

A more concrete plan that includes (relative) reduction and/or removal recommendations in the CO2 analysis report would be a big plus in future.

Improve artist airtravel (e.g. SAF) and supplier footprint (besides further decreasing cartravel).

 Recommendation report for each (relative reduction pp, per zone etc, if measured in future would be a great bonus)

OUTSTANDING 95.83%

CARBON ANALYSIS:  GRADE & SCORE
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 Congratulations! 

for achieving the Greener Festival Certification 2022

AGF would like to thank you for your participation in the awards scheme, and for 
the extremely important efforts and commitment in creating a greener event industry.

 
We hope to continue this journey with you in the years ahead.

OUTSTANDING

"Outstanding" signi�es a truly outstanding and inspirational event. These are exceptional events who have
signi�cantly reduced greenhouse gas emissions, have excellent travel, transport, food and waste management
programmes, protect the environment and minimise water use and communicate this to the public.
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